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have-nots, Thus Owen passed from his belief in the
nationalization of knowledge to a more thorough-
going Socialism, and to a demand for communal control
and ownership of industry. With the economic aspects
of his propaganda we need not here concern ourselves :
but from the point of view of political theory there
are many points of interest in the rise of English
Socialism,
Owen, in the first place, did not believe in ' the
class war'. He clung to his rationalism and to his
belief that the rich were ' in error ' and not maliciously
inclined towards those whom they employed. He
accepted the State as a reasonable form of human
association, and believed that the disharmony of the
times could be remedied by peaceful methods, i.e. by
an agreement to remove the inequalities of property
and to establish a co-operative communism in place of
competitive enterprise. First men must be awakened
to the existing causes of strife : then they would all
agree to sink their differences and to build up a com-
munity wherein these causes should cease to exist.
Theorists of the class war, on the other hand, besides
opposing force to pacifism, are usually agreed in
denouncing the State, as we understand the term, on
the ground that it is a capitalist organization. By this
they mean that as a political body it is the creation of
an economic system : that system being condemned,
its creature must go with it. A sounder economy,
wherein true unity has been made possible by the
elimination of the exploiter, will develop its own
political society. Bolshevik Russia, for instance, has
abandoned the State in abandoning capitalism: its
local unit is the Soviet, and the national unit is a Federa-
tion of Soviets. When Owen first became a Socialist
propagandist his political theory was, in a sense, pacific

